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• The local mis-specification is not assumed in this paper.
• I prove the root-n consistency of Smoothed AIC and Smoothed BIC estimators.
• I prove the root-n consistency of Mallows model averaging and jackknife model averaging estimators.
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a b s t r a c t

Recently, there has been increasing interest in model averaging within frequentist paradigm. In the
existing literature, for proving consistency of model averaging estimators, local mis-specification is
assumed. In this paper, we show that under general fixed parameter setup, the model averaging
estimators remain root-n consistent. This result provides a new theoretical basis for the use of model
averaging estimators.

© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In the past two decades there has been a substantial deal of re-
search devoted to model averaging. There are basically two major
model averaging mechanisms: Bayesian model averaging and fre-
quentistmodel averaging (FMA), and herewe restrict our attention
to FMA. Some FMA strategies have been developed and studied, in
which, weighting strategy based on the AIC or BIC scores proposed
by Buckland et al. (1997) is probably themost widely usedmethod
because of convenience. See, for example, Burnham and Ander-
son (2004) and Layton and Lee (2006). Recently, there has been
increasing interest in asymptotically optimal model averaging in-
cluding Mallows model averaging (MMA) (Hansen, 2007), optimal
mean squared error averaging (Liang et al., 2011), jackknife model
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averaging (JMA) (Hansen and Racine, 2012), heteroskedasticity-
robust Cp (Liu and Okui, 2013), and so on.

However, few authors have examined the consistency of
model averaging estimators. Very recently, Hansen (2014) and
Liu (2015) proved that the MMA and JMA estimators are root-n
consistent. Both of them used local mis-specification assumption.
Local mis-specification assumption means that some parameters
are of order n−1/2, where n is sample size. Although this assump-
tion provides a suitable framework for studying the asymptotic
theories of FMA estimators, it also draws comments from Raftery
and Zheng (2003) and Ishwaran and Rao (2003) because of its real-
ism. Therefore, there is an immediate question to be answered: are
these model averaging estimators still consistent under general fixed
parameter setup? In the current paper, under general fixed param-
eter setup, we derive consistency of some commonly used FMA es-
timators, including estimators by weighting strategy based on the
AIC or BIC scores, MMA, and JMA.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2we introduce the
model averaging estimators. Section 3 develops root-n consistency
of these estimators. In Section 4, we conduct simulation study
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to check the root-n consistency. Section 5 concludes. Proofs are
contained in Appendix.

2. Model averaging estimators

We are concerned with linear regression model:

yi = xTi β + zTi γ + ei, E(ei|xi, zi) = 0,

E(e2i |xi, zi) = σ 2(xi, zi), i = 1, . . . , n
(1)

where yi is a scaled dependent variable, xi(q1 × 1) and zi(q2 × 1)
contain independent variables, β(q1 ×1) and γ(q2 ×1) are param-
eter vectors, ei is an error term, and (yi, xi, zi) for i = 1, . . . , n are
independent. Here, xi contains the variables that must be included
in themodel, whilewe are uncertainwhether the variables in zi are
included. Sowe have 2q2 sub-models of (1). To bemore general, we
combineM ones of these sub-models, whereM can be smaller than
2q2 because some sub-models may be excluded before model av-
eraging. Model (1) is widely-used (see, e.g., Leamer, 1978; Magnus
and Durbin, 1999; Liang et al., 2011).

In matrix notation, model (1) can be rewritten as

y = Xβ + Zγ + e, (2)

where y = (y1, . . . , yn)T, X = (x1, . . . , xn)T, Z = (z1, . . . , zn)T,
and e = (e1, . . . , en)T. Let q = q1 + q2, θ = (θ1, . . . , θq)

T
=

(βT, γT)T and H = (X, Z). We assume that H has full column rank
q. Themth sub-model (or candidatemodel) includes all variables in
X and some (all or none) of variables in Z, denoted as Zm. Let Hm =

(X, Zm), km be the number of columns ofHm, and5m be a selection
matrix so that 5m = (Ikm , 0km×(q−km)) or a column permutation
thereof and thus Hm = H5T

m, where Ikm is a km × km identity
matrix. Under the mth candidate model,θm = 5T

m(HT
mHm)−1HT

my.
Therefore, the model averaging estimator of θ is

θ(w) =

M
m=1

wmθm,

wherewm isweight corresponding to themth candidatemodel and
w = (w1, . . . , wM)T, belonging to weight set W = {w ∈ [0, 1]M :M

m=1 wm = 1}. Next, we introduce some model averaging strate-
gies.
Weighting strategy based on the AIC or BIC scores

In the mth candidate model, the AIC and BIC scores are AICm =

n logσ 2
m +2km and BICm = n logσ 2

m +km log n, respectively, whereσ 2
m = n−1

∥y − Hθm∥
2. Weights are

wxIC,m = exp(−xICm/2)/
M

m=1

exp(−xICm/2), m = 1, . . . ,M,

(3)

where xICm is the AIC or BIC score under the mth candidate
model. The averaging estimators combined by weights in (3) are
commonly called smoothed AIC (S-AIC) or smoothed BIC (S-BIC)
estimators.
MMA

Let Pm = Hm(HT
mHm)−1HT

m, P(w) =
M

m=1 wmPm, and k =

(k1, . . . , kM)T. For homoscedastic error setting (that is σ 2(x1, z1)
= · · · = σ 2(xn, zn) = σ 2), Hansen (2007) proposed choos-
ing weights by minimizing Mallows criterion C(w) = ∥{In −

P(w)}y∥2
+ 2σ 2wTk, where ∥ · ∥

2 stands for the Euclidean norm,σ 2
= (n−km∗)−1

∥y−Hθm∗∥
2, andm∗

= argmaxm∈{1,...,M} km. De-
note wMMA = argminw∈W C(w), so that the combined estimatorθ(wMMA) is the MMA estimator of θ. Although the MMA estima-
tor is proposed under homoscedastic error setting, the following
section shows that it is root-n consistent under model (1) which is
conditionally heteroscedastic.

JMA
Write PJMA

m = Dm(Pm − In) + In, where Dm is a diagonal ma-
trix with (1 − Pm

ii )
−1 being its ith diagonal element and Pm

ii is the
ith diagonal element of Pm. Let PJMA(w) =

M
m=1 wmP

JMA
m . For

heteroscedastic error setting, Hansen and Racine (2012) proposed
choosingweights byminimizing cross-validation (or jackknife) cri-
terion J(w) = ∥{In − PJMA(w)}y∥2. Let wJMA = argminw∈W J(w),
so that the combined estimatorθ(wJMA) is the JMA estimator of θ.

3. Root-n consistency

Before presenting asymptotic results, we define some special
models. A model including all regressors with nonzero coefficients
and only these regressors is named true model. Any candidate
model omitting regressors with nonzero coefficients is called
under-fittedmodel, containedby setU. Typically, if q2 is large, then
there are a large number of sub-models of (2) and thus practitioner
generally screening out some of them as candidate models. It is
possible that the true model is not one of the candidate models.
We do not impose the assumption that the truemodelmust be one
of candidate models. We need that at least one candidate model is
not under-fitted.

We list some regularity assumptions required for asymptotic
results, where all limiting processes here and throughout the text
are with respect to n → ∞.

Condition (C.1). 9n ≡ n−1HTH → 9 where 9 is a positive definite
matrix, and n−1/2HTe = Op(1).

Condition (C.2). p∗
= O(n−1), where p∗

= max1≤m≤M max1≤i≤n Pm
ii .

Conditions (C.1) is very commonly used in literature such as
Liu (2015). Condition (C.2) is quite mild. Instead, Andrews (1991)
assumed that Pm

ii ≤ ckmn−1 for some constant c < ∞, which is
equivalent to Condition (C.2) under our model (2). The following
theorems show that the S-AIC, S-BIC, MMA and JMA estimators are
root-n consistent under these regularity conditions.

Theorem 1. Under Condition (C.1),
√
n{θ(wAIC) − θ} = Op(1) and

√
n{θ(wBIC) − θ} = Op(1).

Theorem 2. Under Condition (C.1),
√
n{θ(wMMA) − θ} = Op(1).

If Condition (C.2) is further satisfied, then
√
n{θ(wJMA)−θ} = Op(1).

4. Simulation study

In this section we conducted a simulated example to check
the consistency of the model averaging estimators. We generated
data from the model (1) in which we set β = (1, 1)′, γ =

(0.5, 0.7, 0, −0.3)′, xi = (1, xi,2)′, zi = (zi1, . . . , zi,4), (xi,2, zi1,
. . . , zi,4) ∼ N (0, I5), and ei ∼ N (0, x2i,2)We combined all 24

= 16
sub-modes. We let sample size n vary in {40, 60, 80, 100, 200,
300, 400, 600, 800, 1000}, and calculated mean squared errors
(MSEs) of the model averaging estimators on the basis of 1000
replications.

To show the root n consistency of the model averaging
estimators, we presented n0.95

× MSE in Table 1. It is seen that
when n increases, n0.95

×MSE decreases, which accords to the root
n consistency.
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Table 1
n0.95

× MSE of the model averaging estimators in simulation study.

n 40 60 80 100 200 300 400 600 800 1000

MMA 1.227 1.148 1.089 1.073 1.067 0.932 0.928 0.910 0.885 0.860
JMA 1.297 1.203 1.139 1.113 1.092 0.946 0.935 0.916 0.889 0.863
S-AIC 1.737 1.577 1.450 1.370 1.164 0.940 0.883 0.861 0.841 0.816
S-BIC 1.339 1.245 1.171 1.141 1.066 0.903 0.882 0.867 0.845 0.820
5. Conclusion

Without using the local mis-specification assumption, this
paper has derived the root-n consistency of the S-AIC, S-BIC, MMA,
and JMA estimators. This result builds a theoretical basis for the
use of model averaging estimators under fixed parameter setup.
We conjecture that the consistency of other model averaging
estimators can be developed using the proving technique of this
paper.
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Appendix

We first define some notations. Denote Hmc as a matrix
consisting of columns of H not contained in Hm and 5mc as a
selection matrix such that Hmc = H5T

mc . Let θm = 5mθ and
θmc = 5mc θ.

A.1. Proof of Theorem 1

Since 9 is a positive definite matrix, it follows from Rao (1973)
that

|9| =

911 912
921 922

 = |911||922 − 9219
−1
11 912|,

bywhichwehave |922−9219
−1
11 912| > 0. Thus by Condition (C.1),

for any m, there exists a positive definite matrix Gm such that

n−1HT
mc (In − Pm)Hmc

= n−1HT
mcHmc − n−1HT

mcHm(HT
mHm)−1HT

mHmc → Gm. (A.1)

Let gm = θT
mcGmθmc . From (A.1) and Condition (C.1), we have for

anym ∈ U,

n−1
∥y − Pmy∥2

= n−1(e + Hmc θmc )T(In − Pm)(e + Hmc θmc )

= n−1θT
mcHT

mc (In − Pm)Hmc θmc

+ n−1
∥e∥2

+ 2n−1eT(In − Pm)Hmc θmc

− n−1eTPme

= gm + n−1
∥e∥2

+ op(1), (A.2)

and for anym ∉ U,

n−1
∥y − Pmy∥2

= n−1eT(In − Pm)e = n−1
∥e∥2

+ op(1). (A.3)

Let mo be a model not belonging to U. So from above results and
n−1

∥e∥2
= Op(1) we obtain that whenm ∈ U,wAIC,mw−1

AIC,mo
= exp(AICmo/2 − AICm/2)

= (∥y − Pmy∥−2
∥y − Pmoy∥

2)n/2

× exp(kmo − km) = Op(cn), (A.4)

where c is a generic constant belonging to (0, 1). Since wAIC ∈

W , (A.4) implies wAIC,m = Op(cn). From Condition (C.1), it is
straightforward to show that for anym ∉ U,
√
n(θm − θ) = Op(1)

and for any m ∈ U,θm = 5T
m(HT

mHm)−1HT
my = 5T

m(HT
mHm)−1HT

mHθ

+ 5T
m(HT

mHm)−1HT
me = Op(1). (A.5)

Hence,
√
n{θ(wAIC) − θ}

=

M
m=1

wAIC,m
√
n(θm − θ)

=


m∈U

wAIC,m
√
n(θm − θ) +


m∉U

wAIC,m
√
n(θm − θ)

=


m∈U

Op(cn)
√
nOp(1) +


m∉U

wAIC,mOp(1) = Op(1). (A.6)

Similar to argument of (A.4), we can prove that for anym ∈ U,wBIC,mw−1
BIC,mo

= exp(BICmo/2 − BICm/2)

= (∥y − Pmy∥−2
∥y − Pmoy∥

2)n/2n(kmo−km)/2

= Op(cnnq2/2),

and thus wBIC,m = Op(cnnq2/2). Using the steps of (A.6), we have
√
n{θ(wBIC) − θ} = OP(1).

A.2. Proof of Theorem 2

It is seen that

C(w) = ∥{In − P(w)}y∥2
+ 2σ 2wTk

= ∥Hθ(w) − µ − e∥2
+ 2σ 2wTk

= ∥e∥2
+ {θ(w) − θ}THTH{θ(w) − θ}

− 2eTH{θ(w) − θ} + 2σ 2wTk. (A.7)

It follows from (A.2)–(A.3) thatσ 2
= (n − km∗)−1

∥y − Hθm∗∥
2

= Op(1). (A.8)

Let j be a model not belonging to U. When wj = 1, from (A.8) and
Condition (C.1), we have C(w) = ∥e∥2

+ ηn with ηn = Op(1).
Hence, C(wMMA) ≤ ∥e∥2

+ ηn, which, together with (A.7), implies

ηn ≥ {θ(wMMA) − θ}THTH{θ(wMMA) − θ}

− 2eTH{θ(wMMA) − θ} + 2σ 2wT
MMAk. (A.9)

Let λmin(K) be the smallest eigenvalue of a matrix K. From (A.9),
we have

λmin(9n)∥
√
n{θ(wMMA) − θ}∥2

≤ {θ(wMMA) − θ}THTH{θ(wMMA) − θ}

≤ ηn + 2eTH{θ(wMMA) − θ} − 2σ 2wT
MMAk

≤ ηn + 2∥n−1/2eTH∥ ∥
√
n{θ(wMMA) − θ}∥,

and thus

λmin(9n)[∥
√
n{θ(wMMA) − θ}∥ − {λmin(9n)}

−1
∥n−1/2eTH∥]

2

≤ ηn + {λmin(9n)}
−1

∥n−1/2eTH∥
2,
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which is equivalent to

∥
√
n{θ(wMMA) − θ}∥

∈

−({λmin(9n)}

−1
[ηn + {λmin(9n)}

−1
∥n−1/2eTH∥

2
])1/2

+ {λmin(9n)}
−1

∥n−1/2eTH∥,

({λmin(9n)}
−1

[ηn + {λmin(9n)}
−1

∥n−1/2eTH∥
2
])1/2

+ {λmin(9n)}
−1

∥n−1/2eTH∥

,

which, together with ηn = Op(1) and Condition (C.1), implies
√
n{θ(wMMA) − θ} = Op(1).
For JMA, denote Qm as an n × n diagonal matrix with the ith

diagonal element Qm,ii = Pm
ii /(1 − Pm

ii ), so D = Q + In. Let 4 be an
M × M matrix with themjth element

Ξmj = (e + Hmc θmc )T(In − Pm)(Qm + Qj + QmQj)(In − Pj)

× (e + Hjc θjc ) − 2kmσ 2,

so that

J(w) = C(w) + wT4w. (A.10)

Let S(K) be the largest singular value of a matrix K. From Li (1987),
we know that any two n × n matrices K1 and K2, S(K1K2) ≤

S(K1)S(K2) and S(K1 + K2) ≤ S(K1) + S(K2), by which and
Conditions (C.1)–(C.2), we have

(e + Hmc θmc )T(In − Pm)(Qm + Qj + QmQj)

× (In − Pj)(e + Hjc θjc )

≤ ∥e + Hmc θmc∥ ∥e + Hjc θjc∥

× S{(In − Pm)(Qm + Qj + QmQj)(In − Pj)}

≤ ∥e + Hmc θmc∥ ∥e + Hjc θjc∥{2p∗
+ (p∗)2} = Op(1), (A.11)
so for any w ∈ W , wT4w = Op(1). Now, using the arguments in
proving root-n consistency ofθ(wMMA), we can obtain

√
n{θ(wJMA)

− θ} = Op(1).
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